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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to analyze mobile technologies for student centered learning in a distance higher education program with a focus on mobile online webinars (web-based seminars or conferencing) using mobile applications such as laptops, smart phones, or tablets. As wearable technologies continue to grow it could very well extend to smart glasses, smart watches etc. These tools can provide face-to-face interactions, recording flipped classrooms and parallel chat communications. The data collection consists of observations of ten online face-to-face webinars with 22 students, six interviews, and two surveys. Theoretically, the study joins the research tradition of Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning with emphasis on collaboration, and Computer Self-Efficacy concerned with individuals’ media and information literacy. Important conclusions from the study demonstrated mobile interactions increased student centered learning on theoretical concepts, assisted in the ability to review information critically, and provided experiences bridging professional teaching practices.

INTRODUCTION
The aim of this chapter is to analyze and describe wearable technologies for student centered learning in a distance higher education program. We will focus on mobile online webinars using mobile applications such as laptops, tablets or smart phones using teacher-recorded inverted / flipped classrooms. The interactions also include verbal face-to-face (F2F) and parallel textual chat communications with other students and teachers.
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Lage et al. (2000) describes the easiest definition of the flipped or inverted classroom: “Inverting the classroom means that events that have traditionally taken place inside the classroom now take place outside the classroom and vice versa” (p.32). The core idea of flipped classrooms are to invert the common instructional approach, as homework before the lesson instead of after, by using teacher-recorded videos with various briefings and interactive instructions. These teacher-recorded instructions and videos can be accessed from different locations by using mobile technologies, such as laptops, tablets or smart phones, prior to the class learning activities. In this study, the flipped classroom consists of two parts: 1) teacher-recorded videos with individual instructions outside the classroom; and 2) interactive group learning activities F2F inside the mobile online webinars. The concept removes the teacher-recorded videos and instructions from the online webinars in order to allow better use of the in-class time during the online webinars F2F with discussions, tutoring and scaffolding student centered learning activities (Bishop & Verleger, 2013; Lage et al., 2000; Long et al., 2014). Scaffolding knowledge processes is a kind of “thinking types” for fostering expertise in writing and argumentation, designed to provide procedural facilitation (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1983).

“Class” becomes the room / place of the mobile online webinars integrating F2F conferencing with a predefined aim of using real-time experiences with guidance from a teacher. The potential of mobile online webinars F2F is that everyone can see and hear each other’s verbally through discussions, while at the same time communicating via textual chat and notes. This concept assists learners F2F directly in problem solving, discussing theoretical concepts, reviewing the literature, engaging in collaborative group work, as well evaluations. Furthermore, the synchronous online webinars can be recorded for later asynchronous viewing online within the Learning Management System (LMS) in order to provide students with the opportunity to take a step back, reflect, self-assess and compare various contributions. In summary, several student centered learning activities can be a part of the course structure by using laptops, tablets or smart phones with teacher-recorded videos and instructions before the mobile online webinars F2F and parallel chat communications in order to mediate meaning and learning on a critical and higher-order level.

Examples of learning activities are:

- Tutoring and scaffolding, as well as peer learning processes F2F.
- F2F group discussions regarding theoretical concepts, literature review, authentic experiences, problem solving, and course assignments.
- Receiving and providing F2F peer feedback, co- and self-assessment.
- Collaborate with online chat, common notes, documents and whiteboards F2F.
- Sharing screens and software with others F2F.
- Examinations of course assignments and critical peer review F2F.

It is important to research how and in what ways mobile technologies, as in this study, by using laptops, tablets or smart phones, can support student centered learning and collaboration in a more digitalized higher education, instead of merely focusing on how new media techniques can make education more effective or detrimental (e.g. Amhag, 2001; 2012; 2013; Lee & Salman, 2012; Rockinson-Szapkiw et al., 2013; Sana et al., 2013).
BACKGROUND

Research on the emerging pedagogy of teacher-recorded flipped classroom videos in higher education are mostly based on popular press articles and conference proceedings. Bishop and Verleger (2013) have done a comprehensive survey of flipped classrooms to avoid a considerable amount of buzz in academic circles at all levels. The online buzz the authors have documented from mainly newspaper articles, particularly academically oriented ones, and online blogs. Furthermore, in complete websites dedicated to promoting the flipped classroom ideology. Moreover, several organizations are marketing materials, as screen casts, to help teachers who want to implement the flipped model in their classroom. However, most of the research studies explore student perceptions and work in single-groups, or mixed groups. The results show students overall are generally positive (ibid. 2013). A literature review by Roehl et al. (2013) demonstrates recorded flipped classroom videos are easy-to-use with mobile accessible technologies in order to provide prepared pre-class activities for planned in-class time. This design allows for an expanded range of learner-centered activities during class time and provides opportunities for greater teacher-to-student tutoring, peer-to-peer collaboration and cross-disciplinary engagement.

Likewise, the trial of flipped classroom videos by Wagner et al. (2013) indicate the recorded materials can offer a unique, yet challenging opportunity for universities to collaborate on maximizing the effectiveness of higher education. For example, the effectiveness of lab reinforced materials in comparison to lecture delivered materials and strategies to improve teaching with flipped lectures as a tool to enhance the presentation and retention of lecture materials. Some observations by Wallace (2014) are made regarding evidence on how video, text and instructions are balanced both synchronously and asynchronously according to need and practicality. The roles of the teacher and the student, and how these relationships become more complex and complementary in mobile online spaces, are also changing. The essence of flipped classrooms, according to Long et al. (2014), show more opportunities can be provided to students during in-class time. The teachers can prepare for their course implementing, both the pre-class phase and the in-class phase, applying their own technical literacy, and other available resources and supports. Even faculty contact time can be reduced by two-thirds using an active learning classroom according to Baepler et al. (2014). In this study, the students achieving learning outcomes performed significantly better, in comparison with the traditional classroom. Even student perceptions of the learning environment were improved. These results suggest pedagogically dialogue exchanges and active learning classrooms have a positive influence.

The impact of online synchronous webinars as demonstrated by Nelson’s (2010) study, found the learning outcomes of an online synchronous webinar versus classroom instruction among 224 nursing students found no significance difference between the groups. An online synchronous webinar was just as effective as classroom instruction. Rich’s (2011) investigation, measuring the impact of online synchronous webinar instruction at a National Science Foundation Advanced Technology Center. The study demonstrated collaborative factors but a lacked additional evidence on actual participation outcomes. Buxton et al. (2012) research evaluated pharmacists’ satisfaction with and reasons for enrolling in a series of continuing education webinars. The online F2F webinars included presentations, lectures, workshops and online discussions. The results showed both positive satisfaction for the quality of the program efforts and the method of delivery, but lacked continued participation in subsequent webinars. Using Skype for online communications was examined by Kiriakidis (2010), who found it increased self-efficacy to school and district administrators’ and found a gain in students’ performance in various centered learning activities. The results showed self-efficacy can be increased through opportunities
for ongoing, systemic, and logic discussions with other participants. Moreover, institutions of higher education, professional development providers, administrators’ associations, school districts, and school leaders may benefit from having an awareness of how mobile online communication software can increase students’ self-efficacy in the field of distance teaching and learning. However, all studies above focused on organizing and administrating the education from an individual perspective.

**MAIN FOCUS**

In this study, the main focus is on how mobile technologies such as laptops, tablets or smart phones with recorded teacher-created flipped classroom videos and mobile online webinars F2F can support active learning and collaboration in a more digitalized education. The tools are used for students’ learning interactions and parallel chat communications with other students and teachers as a rising phenomenon. The following question will be illuminated from the study:

- How and in what way do students collaborate and share knowledge and experiences F2F during mobile online webinars using different multimedia tools in teacher-recorded flipped classroom, textual chat, and note taking as a mediating tool for learning and critical review?

The study monitored 22 student teachers (women=16, men=6) participating in half-time study in the first three continuing web-based courses over a eighteen-month period in Vocational Teacher Education Program, (VTEP). The student teachers were working to become authorized instructors in any of the twelve upper secondary school vocational programs in Sweden. VTEP in Sweden comprises 90 credits. The courses include 60 credits in educational sciences and 30 credits in teacher training at a partner school or within the students own teaching position as unauthorized teacher. The qualitative research design involved an in-depth data collection process and analysis of open-ended interviews and observations of mobile online webinars F2F. As a result, the researcher had the opportunity to obtain a deeper inquiry per individual and collectively in order to provide a more complete understanding. Two surveys’ were conducted after completing the second course in June, 2013 and January, 2014 on whether the training contributed to their learning, improved activity engagement, increased their use of rich media and information literacy. Response options were on a 6-point scale: 1 = Disagree – 6 = Strongly Agree, and two open-ended qualitative questions.

**THEORETICAL APPROACH AND ANALYSIS**

Theoretically, the study joins the research tradition of Computer Supported Collaborative Learning, (CSCL) based on the premise that it is not possible to understand learning solely from individual actions, and Computer Self-Efficacy (CSE) concerned with the individuals’ media and information literacy. According to socio-cultural theory, learning always arises as a product of a social community of practice in which our understanding of language, communication, culture, and various aspects of the social context for student learning and development is central. Wenger (1998) considered sociocultural theory of learning in terms of communities of practices constituted by students’ negotiated engagement and joint enterprise, as well shared repertoire. There is also a question of collective appropriation of tools
through language, and how students use language as a tool for learning. Wenger describes assumptions of learning and the nature of knowledge with four premises: 1) we are social beings which is a central aspect of learning, 2) knowledge is a matter of the competence to evaluate, 3) knowing is a matter of participating in the pursuit of such valuation, and 4) meaning is our ability to experience the world and engage with it meaningfully (Wenger 1998. p. 4).

Methodically, the concept of Wenger (1998, p. 5) is divided into four components: 1) meaning is learning as experiences; a way of talking about our abilities, individually and collectively, to experience our life and the world as meaningful, 2) practice is learning as doing; a way of talking about the shared historical and social resources, frameworks, and perspectives to sustain mutual engagement in action, 3) community is learning as belonging; a way of talking about social configurations in which our enterprises are defined as worth pursuing by way of suggesting, and participating as a recognizable competence, and 4) identity is learning as becoming; a way of talking how learning changes the unique person we are and creates personal histories of becoming and development in and between moments of teaching practices and as professionals, e.g. as hairdresser, seller, chef, or vocational teacher. According to this perspective, individual’s dialogue, interactions, and interplay constitute a determining factor for the individual’s learning and knowledge development in higher vocational education.

The theoretical approach of self-efficacy is related to Computer Self-Efficacy (CSE), which has been used in research concerned with individuals’ intentions to use information technology (IT). As in this study, teacher-recorded flipped classroom and participate in mobile online webinars F2F, as well chat. This concept give the opportunities to challenge different efficacies and make assessments of their ability to apply knowledge, and manage and evaluate the peer learning activities, individually and collectively (Bandura, 2002). Bandura stresses “self-precepts of efficacy influence thought patterns, actions, and emotional arousal” (1982, p. 122). Efficacy beliefs shape the students’ outcomes, and expectations of their individual performance. Bandura (1984) distinguishes between the component skills in practice, for example the difference between driving a car in freeway traffic and navigating twisting mountain roads. It is comparable with the individual and collective efficacy using the recorded flipped classroom and participating in mobile online webinars F2F, as well the use mobile applications such as laptops, tablets, or smart phones to develop CSE, which can be seen as a level of media and information literacy.

Methodically, CSE has been used through Compeau and Higgins (1995) three interrelated dimensions: magnitude, strength, and generalizability. The magnitude of CSE can be understood as a reflection of the student’s cognitive knowledge processes, based on the ability to analyze, communicate, manage information, understand concepts, meta-cognitive skills such as problem solving, interpreting, reflecting and evaluating. The strength of CSE refers to the self-confidence, self-esteem, and students’ ability to perform various tasks. Generalizability of CSE reflects the degree online studies are limited to a specific area of a learning activity, such as media and information literacy, using a variety of software for the flipped classroom and computer systems for mobile online webinars F2F with different mobile applications.

**IMPLEMENTATION**

The data collection consisted of ten recorded mobile online webinars F2F (10 sessions, 3 hours long), of which five were examinations and the other five were prepared with teacher-recorded flipped classrooms videos during the spring and fall semesters of 2013. The student teachers (N=22) could also have parallel chat communications during the webinars. The students worked during the three web-based
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courses over an eighteen-month period in the Vocational Teacher Education Program, (VTEP) both individually and in groups with problem-based course assignments with deadlines. They were divided into five groups of four to five students in each. All webinars were scheduled with a date and time for each group and with pre-defined goals and questions from the course literature. During the mobile online webinars F2F students discussed theoretical concepts from the course literature and experiences between teaching practices and professions, as well as tutoring and scaffolding in course assignments. All ten webinars in courses 2 and 3 were recorded and accessible in the learning management system (LMS) in order to provide students with the opportunity to take a step back, reflect, self-assess and compare various contributions. When students were asked if they wanted to participate in the study they signed an agreement. They also got a guideline for the e-meeting system using Adobe Connect and received an online review of the tools (webcam, microphone / headset and chat). A summary of the design during the three courses is given in Table 1.

The data was collected after the three courses were ended. The data was complemented by semi-structured research interviews with six students about their participations with other students and teachers. In addition, the researchers wanted feedback on students’ use of the teacher-recorded flipped classroom, and the content meaning and dialogue exchanges during the mobile online webinars F2F. Likewise, on the textual chat communications by using the mobile applications such as laptops, tablets, or smart phones. Before the research interviews, all 22 students were asked by email if they wanted to contribute. Six

Table 1. Summary of the design for a flipped classroom using mobile online webinars F2F during three courses in the Vocational Teacher Education Program, (VTEP) (Amhag, 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Course 1 VTEP - Learning outcome about social relations, conflict management and educational leadership. Three group wise online webinars as a follow-up of course start and tutoring of course assignments.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fall semester 2012 (half-time study)</td>
<td>02/15/2013 00:27:46</td>
<td>Flipped classroom: Theory of Pedagogy &amp; Didactic, follow-up of course start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>02/25/2013 01:16:27</td>
<td>Webinar: Teaching &amp; Education, five groups, drop-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>03/15/2013 00:19:13</td>
<td>Flipped classroom: Theory of Formative assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>03/21/2013 00:19:51</td>
<td>Flipped classroom: Theory of Assessment &amp; Grading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>03/21/2013 01:14:01</td>
<td>Webinar: Assessment &amp; Grading, three groups, 25 min / group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>03/25/2013 01:00:59</td>
<td>Webinar: Assessment &amp; Grading, two groups, 30 min / group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>05/07/2013 00:55:06</td>
<td>Webinar: Tutoring of the two last course assignments, five groups, drop-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic year 2013 (half-time study)</td>
<td>09/09/2013 00:28:05</td>
<td>Flipped classroom: Theory of Read &amp; writing disabilities, follow-up course start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10/14/2013 00:47:49</td>
<td>Webinar: Literature of Read &amp; writing disabilities, five groups, drop-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10/29/2013 01:04:57</td>
<td>Webinar: Examination of Read &amp; writing disabilities, two groups, 32 min / group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10/31/2013 00:46:22</td>
<td>Webinar: Examination of Read &amp; writing disabilities, one group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10/31/2013 00:42:36</td>
<td>Webinar: Examination of Read &amp; writing disabilities, one group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10/31/2013 00:56:22</td>
<td>Webinar: Examination of Read &amp; writing disabilities, one group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12/10/2013 00:34:24</td>
<td>Flipped classroom: Theory of Teaching &amp; Education of vocational students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12/19/2013 00:39:50</td>
<td>Webinar: Tutoring of the last course assignments, five groups, drop-in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
students enrolled (including both women and men). The interviews of six students and the whole group of 22 students’ dialogue exchanges during ten webinars were transcribed. In the findings we have chosen five excerpts as examples of the analysis by using Wengers (1998) four components; meaning, practice, community and identity, complemented by Compeau and Higgins (1995) three interrelated dimensions: magnitude, strength, and generalizability. These patterns are summarizing the result of the study.

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

The first excerpt addresses student teachers self-efficacy and collaborations with interactions and interplay in mobile online webinars F2F. We examined how it might constitute a determining factor for the students learning and knowledge exchanges at distance.

Student 1

Student 1, a student in the hairdressing program, describes her experiences of webinars:

*Without webinars, I don’t think I would have continued to study. In particular, all documents [papers and reports] posted to the LMS and preparations [flipped classroom] before the follow-up webinars, provided a sense of reality. Desire more lectures or other types of tutoring and scaffolding. I also think it has been convenient to be able to participate a little quickly and easily at work [own hairdressing salon] and was able to go away for a while and be with or look through a webinar afterwards. I think it’s been good and would have liked additional!*  

Student 1’s statements reflect the importance of social arrangements in the *community of practice* for meaningful learning at distance (Wenger, 1998). In the web-based learning environment, students can download research articles and reports from the National Agency of Education. The preparations offered teacher-recorded flipped classroom video lectures, prior to the follow-up webinars. Student 1 had developed more of a sense of reality when she managed the information from the literature. Student 1 had low self-efficacy in the beginning of the education program and is reflecting over her meta-cognitive skills. The magnitude of CSE might be gauged in terms of support levels required to undertake tasks (Compeau & Higgins, 1995). Student 1 felt the webinars helped her ability to continue the VTEP and not to drop out. She desires even more lectures or other component skills in teaching practices. They can be accomplished easier when she goes to work, and reflects on the online webinars afterwards. Like Bandura (1984) distinguishes between the component skills in practice through driving a car, the teacher-recorded flipped classroom videos gave student 1 the ability to negotiate new meanings and further development. The teacher-recorded flipped classroom videos and mobile online webinars F2F involves the whole unique person in a dynamic interplay of participation and reification on learning. A kind of *identity in practice* because learning constitutes trajectories of participation through connections in and between student 1’s past and future in a process of individual and collective *learning as becoming* (Wenger, 1998, Ch. 3 & 6). This can be possible when student 1 directly meets other fellow-students and teachers F2F, and discusses how they shall deal with the theoretical concepts from the course literature and experiences between teaching practices and as a working professional. Student 1 has also practiced their teaching experiences within the teacher-recorded flipped classroom as unauthorized teacher:
I also think the “flipped classroom” is practical to use in my own teaching, a small group of pupils are gathered in the same place. In front of the computer, it is very clear who can or cannot. It quickly becomes a receipt of their understanding or not. Last week I was away from school, and they [the pupils] would find out for their own how to do a task and record and put out what they had done in the LMS. It’s a very easy way! It is also a way for those who have difficulty in writing for some reason. They can show what they’ve done, even if they have not written four pages. They have learned something and can explain with pictures and speech instead.

Student 1’s own teaching experiences after three VTEP-courses, highlight the importance of social and practical experiences in higher education in creating new identity through personal histories about becoming in and between one’s own teaching practices and profession (Wenger, 1998). The progression of student 1’s magnitude of CSE reflects her cognitive knowledge processes to manage digitalized teaching and evaluate the pupils’ outcome (Compeau & Higgins, 1995). The strength of CSE has also advanced. Student 1 has the self-confidence to create new teaching using teacher-recorded flipped classroom and in planning the pupils’ tasks in the LMS when she shall be away from school. The pupils can participate in practice together and record their achievement. Student 1 can even score a higher strength of CSE for the content on the computer, and realize how the pupils understood the task of problem solving. Furthermore, student 1 is also talking about her own meaning and learning with teacher-recorded flipped classroom videos and mobile webinars. It was discovered: “It quickly becomes a receipt of their [and own] understanding or not”, and how the process can sustain mutual engagement in action (Wenger, 1998). Here student 1 understands what the pupils have done, even if they had not written four page. Instead, they can explain with pictures and speech. The statement provides an echo of student 1’s media and information literacy as an achieved level of generalizability of CSE (Compeau & Higgins, 1995) when using the recorded flipped classroom videos as a teaching tool.

Student 2

Student 2, a student teacher in Restaurant Management and Food, emphasizes the value of the teacher-recorded flipped classroom videos, but also the importance of the peer assessment processes among pupils at school:

Flipped classroom, I have used most of; I’ve even let pupils work in groups and record a particular lecture sequence when they were practicing in the dining room. I put up the recorded video sequences for peer feedback. I called the moment “find five errors” and if they could find five errors together, there are often some belongings. I could see the peer feedback was quite different. Pupils must learn how to give peer feedback as well. It is nothing I learned myself automatically, it is also something I have learned and practiced in VTEP.

In this excerpt, Student 2 raises using the teacher-recorded flipped classroom videos for group work, as well the possibility of recording the learning activities for peer feedback and self-assessment. Like student 1, her strength of CSE and self-confidence to use the flipped classroom and record lecture sequences for peer feedback has developed (Compeau & Higgins, 1995). She was aware of the value of peer feedback for learning and what pupils shall focus on when they find five errors together and how creative they must be when they are formulating peer feedback. This formative process does not
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happen automatically or on its own, as student 2 has experienced. It must be practiced in *learning as doing* (Wenger, 1998). As Wenger states, learning is fundamentally experiential and social, where pupils assist each other. The *meaning* of meta-cognitive ability is related to a wide range of skills, such as problem solving, communicating, reflecting and evaluating which strengthen the pupils’ confidence to work constructively, critically and creatively. It is measured by the extent they use their own and others meaning in their collaboration and dialogue exchanges’.

**Student 3**

The mobile education and collaborative learning activities, has also been very important for student 3, a student teacher in the Hotel and Tourism program, as she parallel with VTEP is working halftime as a flight attendant:

*The webinars and flipped classroom, I have had huge benefit of! For me it is a bit special because I work as a flight attendant, but also for those students who may want to be able to close the gap for a time. Even the chat communications worked very well in the groups and it was fun with peer feedback and we had some time to respond to the course assignments. I liked it and the peer feedbacks were a great support!*

In this excerpt, student 3 highlights the teacher-recorded flipped classroom videos, posted one week before the follow-up online webinars, which were also recorded and accessible afterwards in the learning management system (LMS). These recordings gave good margins for her to take part in the content meaning and discussions afterwards. She also emphasized having a week to provide peer feedback on some classmates’ course assignments and their corresponding work in the group’s discussion forums in the LMS. The peer assessment processes shaped *modes of belonging* because learning is a matter of engagement (Wenger, 1998). The students had opportunities to contribute actively to the *practice of community* with the recorded flipped classroom videos and mobile online webinars, as well textual chat communications, and give and receive peer feedback in the LMS discussion forums. The different software and collaborative learning activities provided value to students as a degree of *generalizability* of CSE and *media and information literacy* (Compeau & Higgins, 1995). The students also practiced their understanding of the academic way of reading and writing, and making creative use of their higher-order thinking and critical review.

The two last excerpts address how the student teachers experienced the mobile online examination F2F of one course assignment in course 3.

**Student 4**

Student 4, a student teacher in the Handicraft program specializing in makeup and skin therapy, is overall positive:

*I thought it worked well. Everyone can see and hear each other and ask questions. It is also easier to participate when you do not physically need to participate at the university. I wish more teachers can work in this way, absolutely. It is also the right time to have mobile web-based lectures and presentations online at distance. We as teachers want that too with our pupils at school and give them the possibility to show presentations from home. Then they do not miss anything if they not are at school for some reason.*
In this excerpt, student 4 emphasized the mobile online examination F2F and the importance of using modern technology in a flexible and mobile way in distance higher education and teaching. It is easier to participate from home than at a distance and she wishes more teachers would follow. According to Wenger (1998) it is important that learning involve the interplay between the local, as in this study the students own presentation from home during the examination on the literature about reading and writing disabilities. It provides a kind of global context online when the students can see and hear each other’s argumentations from their different practices at distance. Therefore, the locality is connected with creation of learning communities, and depends on a dynamic combination of students’ engagement, imagination and alignment to make this interplay between the local and the global to an engine of new learning.

**Student 5**

However, some student teachers considered the examination needing to have a clearer structure and teacher leadership. Student 5 points out some dilemmas:

*The first participant could speak for ten minutes and then there was not much time left. In addition, the task was already described in detail in text, and archived [in the LMS]. It does not need a presentation of it too. Perhaps it would have been better if we had another issue to discuss, now it was a little cake-on-cake. You cannot say anything new in this little time, there was more to clarify about what you had written. I think that was the idea?*

In this excerpt, student 5 raises the issue examinations for learning requires enough structure and continuity to gather students’ higher-order thinking and critically review about the literature on reading and writing disabilities (Wenger, 1998). Learning is always a matter of engagement and it depends on the opportunities to contribute actively to the *practice of community* and to make creative use of each students’ respective repertoires. Several researchers stressed academic education should place more value and emphasis on the processes of argumentation engaging in higher-order thinking (e.g. Amhag, 2011; Amhag & Jakobsson, 2009; Erduran & Villamanan, 2009; Matusov, 2007; Meyer, 2003; Richardson & Ice, 2010; Schellens & Valcke, 2005). This can be seen as “wise thinking” and to some extent “creative thinking” (Craft, 2006), and other forms of reflective interactions supporting students’ higher-order thinking and motivation to collaborate in effective ways. Additional studies (e.g. Amhag, 2012; 2013; De Wever, et al., 2009; Dochy, et al., 1999; Scheuer, et al., 2010; Topping, 2005; 2009), have highlighted the fact that students not only need to “learn to argue”, they also need to learn good argumentation practices, through argumentations about specific topics. Moreover, they need to use peer learning processes, such as peer assessment, self-assessment and co-assessment.

Some initially problem, showed in the observations who could occur at the start of the education with webinars online, were that the technology of e-meeting arrangements is unreliable. If the mobile connection is too low, the participants are logging out. A feeling of low *generalizability* of CSE easily arise (Compeau & Higgins, 1995). It was shown through students constantly were repeating, “Do you hear me?” The access of the voice audio requires a stable mobile connection. Additionally, if the teachers initially are unfamiliar with the technique online and how to support the students. This technical problem pointed especially one of the students out in the interview.
Two Surveys

In the two surveys, summarized in Table 2, given to students (N=22) in June 2013 and January 2014, the student answered the statement: *Did the following learning activities contribute to my learning in regards to?* a) course start lectures at the university, b) recorded flipped classroom, c) webinars F2F, d) active in webinars, e) seen the flipped classroom, and f) media and information literacy. The result in survey 1 (June, 2013) shows the majority of students (15 answers, 68%) assumed the flipped classroom (87%) and webinars (73%) contributed to their learning, in comparison with campus lectures at the start of the course at (67%). However, most of the students had retrospectively reviewed and reflected on the meaning contents of the teacher-recorded flipped classroom videos (80%). Likewise, the majority of the students considered they had been active during the webinars (80%) by discussing different perspectives. All students feel they need to have media and information literacy (100% strongly agree).

In the second survey, after the third course (January 2014), the majority of the students (12 answers, 55%) assumed the lectures at the start of the course (92%) contributed to their learning, the webinars (75%), and a little fewer for the recorded flipped classroom (66%). However, all students had retrospectively reviewed and reflected on the meaning contents of the recorded flipped classroom videos (92%). Likewise, the majority of students’ considered they were active during the webinars (83%) by discussing different perspectives. All students feel they need to have media and information literacy (100% strongly agree). In the open-ended questions, some students required even more knowledge exchanges and interactive collaborations for learning and development.

In summary, the two surveys shows that all students (N=22) assumed they had *generalizability* of CSE [13] limited to this situated area at distance to use different software such as recorded flipped classroom videos and mobile online webinars F2F with parallel chat communications which shapes their *media and information literacy*. The majority of the students’ show also *strength* of CSE through their self-confidence and self-esteem to take advantage of the recorded flipped classroom videos and thus be able to be more active in the online webinars F2F and perform various tasks in VTEP on an higher academic level.

Table 2. Two surveys results from June 2013 and January 2014 on: Did the following learning activities contribute to my learning? (Amhag, 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Activities</th>
<th>Survey 1 (68%) 1-3 Disagree-Partly Agree</th>
<th>Survey 1 (68%) 4-6 Agree – Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Survey 2 (55%) 1-3 Disagree-Partly Agree</th>
<th>Survey 2 (55%) 4-6 Agree – Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University lectures at course start</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flipped classroom</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webinars F2F</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active in webinars</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seen flipped classroom</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media &amp; information literacy</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Important conclusions from the results of the learning activities with teacher-recorded flipped classroom videos using mobile online webinars F2F, and textual chat communications are the time and space for learning and development expands. The teacher-recorded flipped classroom gave students more learner-centered experiences when they had the ability to prepare and negotiate new meanings with support from the teacher-recorded flipped classroom videos before and during mobile online webinars F2F by using laptops, tablets or smart phone for further learning and collaboration. The same results are shown in the research review on recorded flipped classroom videos by Bishop and Verleger (2013). In another study by Long et al. (2014) demonstrates students are generally positive to the working methods because it offers more preparation for the course content to support them complete the assignments and feel more prepared for scientific reading, academic writing, presentations, and examinations. The same results also appear in a study by Beapler et al. (2014) demonstrating students feel more learner-centered education when they are teaching in recorded flipped classroom videos, rather than traditional forms of monological lectures in a university classroom.

Fulton (2012) argues for a new way of teaching and learning, and has listed seven benefits of teacher-recorded flipped classroom videos: (1) students can work at their own speed, (2) homework before scheduled lectures provides teachers with better insight into students’ reading and writing abilities, as well different learning styles, (3) teachers can more easily assume the learning outcomes and give feedback, (4) teaching time is used more efficiently and creatively, (5) the students’ interest and involvement increases, contributing to better learning outcomes and development, (6) learning theories support new methods, and (7) the use of wearable technologies provide increased flexibility.

Although, the study of Herreid and Schiller (2013) among 200 teachers suggest that teacher-recorded flipped classroom videos brings more: a) discussions with and between students about the authentic problems, b) research-based work, c) those who miss teaching occasions can take part of in recorded flipped classroom videos and webinars retrospectively, d) the method promotes the design of in-class time and out-of-class time; e) students are more active and take more responsibility for their learning, and f) the students appreciate the working methods. Another study by Beapler et al. (2014) show the benefits in student grades were significantly better if they had blended learning, as with online webinars and recorded flipped classroom videos, combined with traditional seminars and lectures at the university, compared with a group using traditional teaching and individual tests in the classroom. The research review by Roehl et al. (2013) shows the technology in recordings of the recorded flipped classroom videos were perceived as easy to use by teachers. Likewise, observations by Wallace (2013) concerning the manner in which videos and text between synchronous and asynchronous media are used in teaching, shows how teachers and students relationships changed. They became more complex and complementary when teaching online based on the participants’ conditions, needs and media literacy.

CONCLUSION

The design of distance teaching in higher education for students learner centered teaching can be considered an updated version of the “knowledge-building environments for progressive discourse” stated by Scardamalia and Bereiter (1994, p. 37-38). The integration and implementation of teacher-recorded flipped classroom videos and mobile online webinars F2F by using mobile technologies could also
extend to smart glasses, smart watches, or other new devices. Twenty years ago, Scardamalia and Bereiter (1993; 1994) argued various programs and courses must integrate and implement e-mail, bulletin boards and presentation material more thoroughly in the education. They also pointed to the importance for students to see themselves as active knowledge builders, not as passive recipients. Moreover, it is essential for students to be able to identify their own knowledge needs, to recognize what is unclear, confusing, doubtful, incoherent, and so on. The role of the teacher is to give feed up, feedback and feed forward (Amhag, 2011, 2012; 2013), and show commitment to increasing the students’ learning and development. In the modern design of learner-centered teaching at distance in higher education program, the teachers should include the following collaborative learning activities:

- Recorded flipped classroom videos before follow-up webinars F2F.
- Webinars F2F with group discussions on course content, literature, theories, concepts, problem solving and exchanges of knowledge and experiences.
- Tutoring and scaffolding F2F in scientific reading and academic writing, as well media and information literacy.
- Peer feedback, co- and self-assessment and critical review of their own and other’s work.
- Collaboration with shared whiteboard, notes, and documents F2F.
- Split screen and software used with others F2F.
- Examinations online F2F of some course assignments.

These actions can be compared with “into an ongoing stream of activity”, involving explicit and implicit “stimulus means” (Wertsch, 2007, pp. 180-184). They are explicit through tutoring, scaffolding through teacher-recorded flipped classroom videos or sharing other students’ expertise and experiences directly during mobile online webinars F2F and textual chat communication. Opposed to implicit through inner reflection and uncovering thoughts which are tending to be hidden and non-transitory and therefore, more difficult to detect.
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Mobile Technologies for Student Centered Learning


**KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS**

**Computer Self-Efficacy (CSE):** Is concerned with individuals’ intentions to use information technology (IT) and the opportunities to challenge different efficacy beliefs, e.g. shape the students’ outcomes, and expectations of their individual performance.

**Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL):** Is the field concerned with how information and communication technology (ICT) might support collaborative learning in groups.

**Distance Education:** A specific context of education at distance depending on whether the teaching takes place synchronously in the same space and time, e.g. web-based seminars or conferencing, or asynchronously in different time and space, e.g. in text-based discussion forums and chat communications.

**Distance Learning:** Involves different learning activities at distance, e.g. peer assessment, give and receive peer feedback, critically review literature and each other’s work, as well self-assess their efforts, regardless of time and space.

**Flipped Classroom:** Is inverting the common instructional approach by using teacher-recorded videos with various briefings and interactive instructions accessed from different locations using mobile technologies prior to the class learning activities.

**Mobile Applications:** Is also called mobile apps, by using Internet applications that run on laptops, tablets and smartphones or other mobile devices.

**Online Webinar:** Short for online web-based seminar or conferencing where group of students and their teacher have presentations, lectures, workshops or seminars face-to-face that is transmitted over the Web.

**Wearable Technology:** Refers to computer-powered devices or equipment that can be worn by a user, such as laptop, smart phone, tablet, smart watches, smart glasses, or similar items that have functions for to take photos and sync with your mobile devices.